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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

Update 2.0.1.5 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 2.0.1.5 is now available for download and has fixed several glitches 

and procedures and updated the AWSA, IWWF and NCWSA records table. 

 

Registration Revised For Changing Skiers Age Division 

It is currently allowed to edit a skier registration and you can change a skiers division but 

there is no warning if the skier has scores nor are the scores recalculated if required. 

 

Added warning message when the division is changed if a skier has scores. In the future 

will consider automatically recalculating, but at this time it is too complicated.   

 

Unable To Update Slalom Pass Information Under Some Circumstances 
 

The issue was that if the active round is different from the skier round and then pass data 

was being blocked from being updated, because there are issues with allowing updates in 

this condition. Enhanced protection to change background color and disable all fields 

from being updated. This should make it more obvious that the data is view only. 

 

The Jump Re-Ride Conditions Were Re-Evaluated To Ensure Proper Rules Are Being 

Utilized For IWWF And AWSA 

 

There were some issues with jumpers being unable to improve a score when by rule they 

should have been allowed to do so. 

 

IWWF File Uploads Processed Automatically 

Dave Clark, the manager of the AWSA Ranking List and the processes involved in 

importing the tournament information files and the export of the IWWF required files 

from class L and R tournaments has provided the following information on the automated 

process that meets the requirements of the IWWF ranking system and Homologation files 

for the tournaments. 

Was just visiting this latest newsletter, and it occurred to me that your communications 

platform would be a good place to include a reminder to all scorers that for AWSA Class 

L and R events, that the USA Water Ski post-tournament report management system, 



automatically posts the results of all USA Water Ski sanctioned events that include class 

L or R performances, to the IWWF homologation and ranking list systems.    

 

Simply put, there isn’t anything that IWWF requires, that USA Water Ski does not also 

require anyhow – and so our system is designed to pass along all of the IWWF-required 

documents – which currently include a Homologation Dossier, a Scorebook, a Jump 

Timing data file, and a Ranking List data file – automatically, as those documents hit the 

USA-WS system.   For the past couple of years this interface was only “semi-automatic” 

– i.e. the documents were being sent, but were then gathered and only posted to the 

IWWF system in batches, about once each week.   This spring we just went through a 

conversion of that interface, and now the postings will be done much more in real time, 

and will show up on the IWWF Homologation Listing within minutes after the upload to 

USA-WS is complete. 

 

Consequently, any attempts by AWSA officials to upload such files and documents to the 

IWWF website is more likely to interfere with that automated processing, and could 

result in lost scores.    

 

So please help spread the word that they should NOT attempt to do so. 

 

In similar fashion, the latest IWWF rules also speaks to their new requirement for class L 

and R tournaments to be “Registered” with IWWF and incorporated into their published 

schedule.  Again, that is only required elsewhere in the world – the listings they publish 

includes a referral link to the USA Water Ski tournament schedules, and so AWSA 

organizers do NOT need to also go through that laborious process of manually entering 

all of that information again with IWWF. 

 

And as long as we’re talking about IWWF, just a reminder about the “Foreign Skier” 

identity issue, which I sent a separate note to you and Dave about the other day – what is 

being said on the IWWF website, and possibly also in their rulebook, about scorers 

collecting foreign identifiers at the local tournament level and then passing that 

information along upstream with their submitted results – only applies outside the USA 

Water Ski system – here in the USA, that functionality is being handled by our 

membership and rankings system, without the local level officials needing to concern 

themselves.  The system framework is already in place – so it’s only necessary for such 

foreign skiers to get their Foreign Federation Identifier into the USA-WS membership 

system once, and then the rest is completely transparent – their scores will be forwarded 

to IWWF using that ID, as required by the IWWF rules. 

Just a reminder on the age divisions to use when preparing your tournament for scoring 

when you are using the AWSA rules (normal setup). There are big differences in the age 



ranges between the AWSA and the IWWF that can be confusing and cause some errors. 

It is highly recommended that you use the AWSA age divisions for your tournament 

setup and then during the processing of the files to be exported to the IWWF, these age 

divisions (by birth date) will be converted to the proper IWWF age divisions from your 

submitted ZIP file. 

State and Regional Tournament Setup and Scorebook Options Review 

 

We are about to enter the time of the season for the State Championships and Regional 

tournaments. We need to review the standard procedures that we have used for many 

years and cover the setup issues so that the Scorebook and the seeding files are produced 

properly using the WSTIMS for Windows program. 

 

First let’s review the standard operating procedures for the State championships. Each 

state has a set of qualifying procedures to enter the tournament and the primary 

requirement is to be a resident of the state in order to enter the tournament. In addition to 

these participants, the states have been allowing out of state skiers to enter the 

tournament and ski for scores on the Ranking List only. This allows the program to award 

the qualified in state skiers placements for awards and to be recognized as State 

Champions in their events. 

 

The way that we separate these two groups of skiers is very simple and has been in place 

for many years.  

 

1. In the tournament you have both individual skiers and those skiing for 

Overall awards. 

2. For all of the qualified state residents, use the standard age division codes 

for all of the events that the skier enters. This will make all of the Overall 

scores and age division events calculate the scores properly. 

3. For the “out of state” skiers you should isolate them into a separate group 

so the program will isolate their scores from the rest of the qualified 

participants and will not put their placements in the seeding list, only their 

performances for the Ranking List. We have designated in the program the 

appropriate protocols for the Ranking List and have this tied to the 

standard code of “RL” for these skiers and you must use this code for each 

event entered by the out of state or out of region skier so that your 

scorebook will work properly.  

4. To make your Scorebook and the related Seeding file handle this properly 

during and at the end of the tournament you will need to go to the 

Administrative tab > Tournament List > Set Report Properties.  

 

There are three sections in the list of reporting properties that you need to 

edit. 

 

Master Scorebook Reporting Properties > The first option is Scores to Use 

> select First, in the second option box Points Calculation Method > select 



NOPS, in the third option Placement Option > select score, and in the 

fourth option Placement Grouping > select Div/Group as the settings for 

your Scorebook. 

 

In the Master Overall Reporting Properties section the settings will be 

Scores to Use > select Best, Points Calculation Method > select NOPS, 

Placement Option > select Points, and in the fourth option Placement 

Grouping > select Div/Group as the settings for your Scorebook.  

 

If you are having a Team competition within your state or region, the 

default settings will handle this situation. 

5. A byproduct of this of course, is that the Running Order option in the 

program will isolate these skiers in this special group and be easy for you 

to use when creating your running orders for the tournament. Most of the 

state tournaments are seeded and these skiers in the RL group always ski 

first, with several asterisks in front of their name to identify them on the 

running order. 

6. You would then score your tournament as you usually do and the program 

will take care of storing the data. 

7. Some of the tournaments are hosting two rounds of competition. The 

standard in this situation is for the Round 1 scores to reflect the 

State/Regional Championships and the Round 2 scores are to be used for 

the Ranking List only. 

8. When you run your reports in the Tournament Package Build tab, and the 

“Scorebook (Web)” report is about to be produced, a dropdown panel will 

appear with the three types of scorebooks available to be produced and 

you should choose the “Championship/Index” format for this Scorebook. 

 

When you are the Chief Scorer for your Regional tournament the same procedures listed 

above must be used for the tournament. 

 

Enjoy your summer and we will see you on the road. 

 
 

 

 

 

 


